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Abstract

Route classifier, which memorises the entire training data
and performs classification only if the attributes
of the test data object match one of the training examples
exactly.
The basic background subtraction technique is
shown here.
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Intelligent video surveillance systems
deals with the monitoring of the real-time environment.
It monitors the transient and persistent objects within a
specific environment. This is not only designed for
security systems and can also be applied for external
environmental video surveillance. The basic background
subtraction algorithm is used for the detection of moving
object. A self-adapting, automatic updating background
model is trained to adapt the slow and slight changes of
the environment. The foreground object is detected when
the subtraction of the current image and the
background, which is already trained attains a threshold,
the foreground moving object is considered as to be in
current view. The mobile phone automatically notifies
the control unit through SMS(Short Message Service)or
by phone call. Background subtraction technique
basically works by feature analysis, pixel differences and
so on. Here for feature analysis k-nearest neighbour
algorithm (k-nn) is implemented. This proposed system
requires little memory and less storage space than the
previous. This can be used in implementing mobile based
security monitoring system.
Index terms: background subtraction, GSM, support
vector machine.

1. Introduction.
1.1 Background
technique.

modelling

and

subtraction

Background modeling and subtraction is a
technique used for detecting objects in the videos that are
captured by fixed camera. It is a major preprocessing step
in the field of image processing and computer vision.
This uses the pixelwise modeling of the background[1],
[2], [3], [4], [9]. It uses the multifeature combination
such as color, haar-like features which is integrated and
handles the spatio-temporal variations for each pixel. Knearest neighbour classification algorithm is one of the
simplest and rather trivial classifiers is the
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Figure 1. An example for the background subtraction
technique.
A more sophisticated approach, k-nearest
neighbor (kNN) classification finds a group of k objects
in the training set that are closest to the test object, and
bases the assignment of a label on the predominance of a
particular class in this neighborhood. There are three key
elements of this approach: a set of labeled objects, e.g., a
set of stored records, a distance or similarity metric to
compute distance between objects, and the value of k, the
number of nearest neighbors. To classify an unlabeled
object, the distance of this object to the labeled objects is
computed, its k-nearest neighbours are identified, and the
class labels of these nearest neighbours are then used to
determine the class label of the object. The other
background subtraction algorithms are used earlier for
foreground object detection. The support vector machine
(SVM) for a non-linear classification which overcomes
the inconsistent and uncorrelated features in [5]. The
basic principle of Background subtraction algorithm is
that the image’s foreground is extracted for futher
processing. Image’s region of interest are the objects in
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its foreground. Those objects may be humans, cars or
text.

1.2. Related work.

There are various kinds of machine learning
techniques. They are supervised learning, unsupervised
learning and reinforcement. Support vector machines are
a kind of supervised learning model associated with the
learning algorithm. These algorithms analyse the data by
recognising its pattern that are used for regression
analysis and classification. The SVM basically takes a
input set of data, which predicts the input set for each
input given, of two possible output forms. On giving a
training example set, each one belonging to any of the
two categories, an SVM training algorithm constructs a
model that places the new example in any one of the
above two categories. [5] An SVM model is the
representation of the points in space which is mapped as
the examples of different categories are divided
separately by a definite gap that they are as far as
possible. This enables us to find where or which side the
new example mapped into the space falls.
Training
Sequence

validating sequence
with ground truth
Bg/fg
Binary levels
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The foremost and the important objective for the
background subtraction is to obtain an efficient and
effective background model for the foreground moving
object detection. The earlier background subtraction
algorithm includes frame differences and median filtering
based on intensity or colour at each pixel [6], [7]. Then
on later years the advanced background modelling used
the Density based Background modelling for each pixel
defined using PDF(Probability Density Function) based
on visual features. The Gaussian mixture models(GMM)
developed for the multiple background has a drawback
which cannot determine the number of components and it
was difficult to add or remove the components into the
mixture[12], [13], [17]. None of the GMM’s determined
the number of Gaussians in a mixture. The YUV colour
space explained in [11] using Gaussian distribution for
each pixel which cannot handle multimodal density
function, it is not robust in changing environments. The
real-time applications rely on the fixed number of
components to adapt Gaussian. The background model
for feature analysis employs the k-nn algorithm. Using
the background model which is trained with data
obtained from the empty scenes and the foreground
regions are identified using the dissimilarity between he
trained model and new observation. This procedure is
called as Background subtraction. This is to overcome
the limitation of combination of the heterogeneous
features. By using the texture for the background
modelling to handle spatial variations in the scenes that
uses filter responses, which is of high computational cost.
So, because of this haar-like features are used in order to
minimize the errors in background subtraction caused by
illumination variations and shadow. Kernal density
estimation [8], is a non-parametric density estimation
technique which is applied for background subtraction.
This method is useful for general density function, it
requires many samples for the measurement of accurate
estimate of the underneath density function and it is
computationally costly. This technique is not appropriate
for real-time applications and particularly when multi
dimensional features are involved. KDA (Kernel density
approximation) in [10] is a
multi-modal density
representation method. As because each and every
parameter of the Gaussian mixture is calculated
automatically. This is applied to the real-time computer
vision problem for object tracking

2.1. Support Vector Machine.

Bg prob.

Trained
model

kda

Feature1
Bg/fg
classifier

Train svm

Trained
model

kda

Feature2

Bg prob.

Figure 2. SVM Training model
This SVM in addition to the linear classification
is capable of performing knn-linear classification using
kernel trick.
A1

A2

Y

2. Moving object detection and alert system.
This section deals with the implementation of
background subtraction and signalling the detected
foreground object to the corresponding agent using GSM.
This exclusively explains the support vector machine for
training the background model.
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Figure 3. Graph with two different input sets and are
separated.
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From the above given graph, there are two
different input sets shown above and the line is to
indicate that they are separated. The blue line(H1)
doesn’t differentiate it correctly whereas the red line(H2)
shows the real division of the two input models.. The
new example if anything is given it is analyzed and after
pattern recognisation it is grouped under one of the two
sets.
A SVM builds a set of hyperplanes in a high or
multi-dimensional space can be used for regression and
classification. High quality of the separation is attained
by generating a functional-margin which provides the
greatest distance between the nearest training input data
points.
Figure 5. An example for template matching.
H

The template matching technique can be defined
as a technique which finds small regions of an image
which is matching the template image. It is widely used
in digital image processing. The template image should
have a strong feature, only when the feature based
approach can be considered. It is computationally more
efficient because it doesn’t consider the entire image but
it works by potential search of huge count of points so
that it can identify the location which matches accurately.
3.2. Classification.
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Figure 4. Set of divided input points by functional
margin.
On the above diagram H represents the
hyperplane which has a wide gap between two different
input sets.

3. System architecture.
3.1. Feature analysis .
This feature analysis describes the characteristics
and the performance of the integrated features. The haarlike features and the RGB colours are correlated between
every pair of the selected features. K-means clustering
algorithm is used for background modeling and
subtraction technique which has the discriminative and
generative models for classification. The performance of
the foreground classification is improved by feature
analysis. For dimensionality reduction, in image
processing and pattern recognition the feature extraction
is mainly used. For example consider the input set
containing data set with huge amount of data with highly
redundant and unwanted information. There the input
dataset will be transformed into a reduced feature set
called as feature vector. This process of transformation
from a dataset into feature set is called as feature
extraction.
If the extracted features are selected
carefully, the feature set is supposed to find only the
most relevant information regarding the required input
from the whole input set.
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After
background
subtraction,
in
the
classification, every pixel consist of k-Gaussian mixtures,
where k can be the total number of features integrated.
These distributions constitutes the foreground and
background classification for each new frame. The
background probability for each feature
value is obtained and for each pixel k-probability values
are associated. This is represented as k- dimensional
vector. These k-dimensional features are gathered from
the pixels of foreground and background. The objective
of color clustering is to divide a color set into c
homogeneous color clusters. Color clustering is used in a
variety of applications, such as color image segmentation
and recognition. This algorithm classifies a set of data
points X into c. Homogeneous groups represented as
fuzzy sets F1, F2, ..., Fc. The objective is to obtain the
fuzzy c-partition F = {F1, F2, .., Fc} for both an
unlabeled data set X = {x1, ..., xn}. Fuzzy c-means
algorithm for clustering color data is proposed in the
present study. The initial cluster centroids are selected
based on the notion that dominant colors in a given color
set are unlikely to belong to the same cluster.
3.3. Background Detection.
K-means clustering is a method of cluster
analysis which aims to partition n observations into k
clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster
with the nearest mean. The problem is computationally
difficult; however there are efficient heuristic algorithms
that are commonly employed that converge fast to a local
optimum. These are usually similar to the expectation-
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maximization algorithm for mixtures of Gaussian
distributions via an iterative refinement approach
employed by both algorithms. They both cluster centres
for data modelling, k-means clustering algorithm finds
the clusters of the comparable extend of space, but
clusters could be able to take different shapes because of
expectation- maximization. Precision-Recall (PR) curves
are implemanted, where the precision and recall are
defined as
Precision=

multiplexing) together. This means that the users share
both the time channel and the frequency.The working
explanation of this architecture is that the mobile
station(MS) communicates with the MSC which is
connected with the mobile database. The EBC with the
base stations. The base stations may be mobile phone or
the computer. This GSM is mainly provided with a port
for SIM card. This SIM stands for Subscriber Identity
module. This has a unique number and unique identity
representing the particular or specific card.

4. System design.

Recall=
where ‘ft’ and ‘bt’ are the ground truth sets of
foreground and background pixels, and ‘f’ and ‘b’ denote
the sets of foreground and background pixels obtained by
a background subtraction algorithm.
3.4. Global system for mobile communication.

Web
camera
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After detecting the difference between the
current frame and the template frame, an alert is sent to
the central control unit or the coordinated agent using
GSM modem. It is a special type of modem which has a
SIM card, and subscribes to a mobile operator. This
allows the GSM modem connected to a computer to
work as a phone widely for internet connection but can
also effectively used for sending and receiving SMS
(Short Message Service) and MMS (Multimedia
Messaging Service).
This supports more protocols of 2.5G and 3G
technologies. This modem can be connected to the
system using serial, Bluetooth or USB.
This GSM modem supports the protocols such
as GPRS and EDGE. This message
sending and
receiving service plays a major role in it.

The system architecture is defined as that which
explains all the integrated components in a system.This
architecture diagram stands as a framework for the
description of all the built in components. The main and
important components are the object localization and
background modelling and subtraction which is detailed
below.
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Figure 7. Overview of the system
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The proposed consist of object localization at
image pre-processing phase which processes the images
captured using web camera.
The video is captured and the frames at which
changes occurred are only recorded. The frame
separation and image sequencing takes place. The
background subtraction is a technique which compares
the current frame image and the background frame and
captures the difference between the frame. The
background is updated in the background model. The
moving object is detected and it is reprocessed. It has to
go through the shape analysis and the detected image is
considered as a moving object and the alert has been sent
to the agent or user as SMS.

5.

MD@10.2.49AM

MD@10.2.53AM MD@10.2.58AM

MD@10.3.2AM

MD@10.3.41AM MD@10.4.9AM

Experiments.
MD@10.4.13AM MD@10.4.18AM MD@10.4.22AM

Figure 8. The shadow changes of the images are detected
and captured.

6. Future scope.
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The Experiments has been conducted for the
capturing of the moving object. The image is captured
only when there occurs changes in the movement of the
object. The initial background model is created. The first
and the second captured images are compared and the
background subtraction algorithm works here and
captures the next image only when the changes occurred
in the movement of the object of the previous image.
When a image is captured a alert is given to the
coordinated agent using GSM modem.
The changes in the movement of the object,
illumination changes, shadow detection is also analysed.
The camera doesn’t capture image when there were no
motion of the foreground object. The images shown
below gives us the details which includes the name of the
image and the time at which the image has been captured.
It is clear that when the time difference between two
images are high it is proved that the image has not been
captured when there were no movement or otherwise can
be said as no difference between the modelled frame and
current frames.
The images are captured when changes there
occurs in the first captured image and the following
images. These images absorbs the illumination changes.
The shadow changes that are captured is shown below.
The Figure 8, shows the captured 9 images shows the
frames by the time at which they are captured.
The images 1 and 2 are at the time interval of 4
seconds. The interval or time gap between the images are
at the range of from 3-5 seconds. So it is very much clear
that they have very high frame rates of approximately 17
frames/min.

The alert messages are transmitted for each
captured images. These messages are generated for every
motion detected and whenever the foreground object’s
motion detected. This can be further enhanced with the
facility of face recognition. By face recognition is it
possible to get know about the humans, incase they are
detected.

7. Conclusion.
The performance and the rate at which the
images are processed and the output are saved is shown.
This gives us a clear view about how the images are
captured and motion is detected. This can be done with
small memory and few hardware requirements. This is of
low computational cost.
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